AUTO SET-UP FUNCTION

The PLC-XU56/XU51 projectors feature auto vertical keystone correction. The Auto Set-up function works for auto vertical keystone correction and auto PC adjustment.

1:1.5 WIDE-RANGE ZOOM LENS

The PLC-XU56/XU51 projectors come equipped with a new Wide-Range Zoom lens capable of producing a 100" diagonal image from a distance of 8.3’ to 12.9’. The Wide-Range Zoom lens, with a zoom range that covers the needs of most short- and standard-throw applications, helps make the PLC-XU56/XU51 a more flexible presentation tool.

DUAL INPUT/MONITOR OUTPUT

The PLC-XU56/XU51 projectors feature a DVI-I input and a switchable D-Sub15 input / monitor output for use as a second PC input or for connection to an external monitor. With USB connectivity, and a variable audio output, this unit is a good fit for classroom environments.

OPTIONAL MULTI CARD IMAGER BOX

An optional Multi Card Imager Box with a wired LAN module (POA-WLC20) also accepts an optional wireless LAN card (POA-PN20) for network image transfer and projector control/administration. Also, JPEG image files stored on a Compact Flash card can be shown directly from the projector when the card is inserted into The Multi Card Imager Box.

NEW PROGRESSIVE IC w/3-2 PULLDOWN

SANYO’s proprietary progressive integrated circuit significantly improves the appearance of moving images. This IC incorporates 3-2 pulldown technology, which can effectively double the resolution of images from DVD playback.

BLACK BOARD MODE

For more effective presentations in rooms with dark-surfaced walls (i.e.: green boards), the PLC-XU56/XU51 projectors feature BLACK BOARD MODE, which adjusts white balance and gamma correction automatically to project an intelligible image without a screen.

OPTIONAL VGA/COMPONENT CABLE

With an optional adapter cable, component video sources can be fed directly into the D-Sub15 VGA input.

SECURITY FEATURE

PIN code lock provides for settings security. The PLC-XU56/XU51 projectors can not be operated without a four digit number.
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